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The 2030 Agenda and the role of partnerships
We are not starting from scratch

Partnerships are at the heart of our work
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Better partnerships to leverage their resources for greater impact

**Leveraging finance**
Increase mobilization of finance from all partner sources – domestic, IFIs and multilaterals – to scale up impact

**Leveraging private sector**
Enhance partnerships with farmer organizations and SMEs and increase level of investment

**Leveraging knowledge**
Improved impact of non-lending activities and SSTC are key for country programs

**Leveraging global policy**
Increase IFAD's contribution to and visibility around Agenda 2030
Leveraging finance
Effective assembler of development finance

Higher level of cofinancing sustained through better planning and delivery

• **Enhanced country ownership** key to higher levels of **domestic financing**
• **Systematic planning** and **partnering beyond finance** with IFIs and multilaterals
• Indicative targets reflected in **RB-COSOPs**
Leveraging private sector
Brokering partnerships and co-investment

Private sector is a key partner to scale-up impact and investments for smallholder farmers

- Private sector co-design of investment programmes to enhance ownership and commitment
- Scale-up 4-Ps approach in value chain projects
- Establishment of SIF to increase investment and engagement of private sector
- Better monitoring of private sector contribution
Leveraging knowledge
Better country capacity and policy engagement

Knowledge partnerships are fundamental to better country strategies and policies

- **SSTC** to promote knowledge-sharing and investments
- Systematic **RBA collaboration** across all aspects of country delivery
- **Increased contributions to non-lending activities** with UN system, IFIs and CSOs
- Empowering farmer organizations to enhance **ownership, accountability** and **transparency**
Leveraging global policy
Better policy engagement and empowerment

Promote policy outcomes and empower poor rural people’s organizations to influence the global agenda

- Planning and setting corporate priorities for partnerships in global and regional fora
- Building upon RBAs’ comparative advantages to develop and advocate for key policy issues
- Multi-stakeholder partnerships are effective for global policy influence
Enhanced country delivery leads to more effective partnerships
Leveraging partnership to scale up impact

- Cofinancing ratio
- Partnership building
- Knowledge management and SSTC
- Country level policy engagement
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Investing in rural people